Brans-Dicke cosmology with an (inverse) power-law potential is revisited in the light of modern quintessence and inflation models. A simple ansatz relating scale factor and scalar field recovers most of the known solutions and generates new ones. A phase space interpretation of the ansatz is provided and these universes are mapped into solutions of f (R) cosmology.
Introduction
There are currently many theoretical and experimental investigations of possible deviations of gravity from Einstein's theory in cosmology, black holes, gravitational waves, and the dynamics of galaxies and galaxy clusters [1] . The standard ΛCDM model of cosmology requires the introduction of a completely ad hoc dark energy accounting for 70% of the energy content of the universe [2] . An alternative to dark energy consists of modifing gravity at large scales, which has led to contemplating many theories of gravity, and especially the so-called f (R) class [3, 4, 5, 6] . These are essentially scalar-tensor theories, and scalar-tensor gravity is the prototypical alternative to General Relativity (GR) which introduces only an extra scalar degree of freedom. The simplest scalartensor gravity was proposed by Brans and Dicke in 1961 [7] and was later generalized [8, 9, 10] and is still the subject of active research. In any case, although Solar System tests do not show deviations from GR, gravity is tested poorly in many regimes while it is not tested at all in others [11, 12] , and there is plenty of room for deviations from GR. Apart from the motivation arising from cosmology, attempts to unify gravity and quantum mechanics invariably produce deviations from GR in the form of extra degrees of freedom, higher order field equations, and extra tensors in the Einstein-Hilbert action, so it is expected that eventually GR fails at some energy scale. Indeed, the simplest bosonic string theory reduces to a Brans-Dicke theory with coupling parameter ω = −1 in the low-energy limit [13, 14] . Motivated by the flourishing of cosmological models in alternative gravity and especially in f (R) and other scalar-tensor gravities, we revisit the simplest incarnation, Brans-Dicke cosmology with a scalar field potential. There are now over five decades of research on this subject but not many analytical solutions are known which describe spatially homogeneous and isotropic cosmology (see [15, 16] for partial reviews). Contrary to the original Brans-Dicke theory, in which the extra gravitational scalar field was free and massless, we study the situation in which it acquires a power-law or inverse power-law potential, which has now been included in a large number of cosmological scenarios related to inflation or to the present acceleration of the universe [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 15, 16, 6] . As shown in the following sections, most of the known solutions of spatially homogeneous and isotropic Brans-Dicke cosmology can be derived from a simple ansatz, which allows one to uncover new solutions of this theory with exponential scale factor and scalar field. A geometric interpretation of this ansatz in terms of the geometry of the phase space of the solutions is proposed in Sec. 3. The old and new solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology with potential are then mapped into solutions of f (R) cosmology in Sec. 4.
We begin with the Brans-Dicke action 1 [7] 
where R is the Ricci scalar, φ is the Brans-Dicke scalar field, ω is the constant BransDicke coupling, V (φ) is a potential for the Brans-Dicke field, and S (m) is the matter action. Here we assume a power-law or inverse power-law potential
with V 0 and β constants and V 0 ≥ 0. This form of the potential is motivated by large bodies of literature on inflation [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and quintessence [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] . The Brans-Dicke field equations in the Jordan frame are
where ∇ a is the covariant derivative operator, ≡ g ab ∇ a ∇ b , T ab is the energy-momentum tensor of ordinary matter, and T ≡ T a a is its trace. In the following we assume that ω = −3/2 and that matter consists of a perfect fluid with stress-energy tensor
(where u a is the fluid 4-velocity) and with barotropic, linear, and constant equation of state
relating the energy density ρ and pressure P . A cosmological constant can be introduced in the theory by considering a linear potential V = Λφ. In fact, since the vacuum action of GR contains the combination R − Λ, and the Brans-Dicke field φ multiplies R in the Brans-Dicke action, the natural way of introducing a cosmological constant in BransDicke theory is through the combination φ (R − Λ), which is equivalent to introducing a linear potential V = Λφ. Or, considering the Brans-Dicke field equation (1.3), it is obvious that adding a term Λg ab to the left hand side is equivalent to inserting a linear potential V = Λφ in the right hand side. The parameters of the theory are (ω, β, V 0 , γ). We now specialize to spatially homogeneous and isotropic Brans-Dicke cosmology, with the geometry given by the FriedmannLemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) line element
(1.7)
in comoving coordinates, where k is the curvature index and dΩ
is the line element on the unit 2-sphere. The equations of Brans-Dicke cosmology with the perfect fluid (1.5) and (1.6) consist of the Friedmann, acceleration, and scalar field equations 10) respectively, where H ≡ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter and an overdot denotes differentiation with respect to the comoving time t. In addition, the covariant conservation equation
which, using the equation of state (1.6), is immediately integrated to 12) where ρ 0 is a non-negative integration constant.
New and old solutions
Since the early days of scalar-tensor gravity, various authors have looked for FLRW solutions of this class of theories in the power-law form, a(t) ∝ t q and φ(t) ∝ t s . Here we search for solutions satisfying the ansatz φ(t) = φ 0 a p . Scaling and power-law relations are ubiquitous in physics [60] , biology [61, 62] , geophysics and glaciology [63, 64, 65, 66] , and various natural sciences, and it is rather natural to investigate such relations in cosmology. The fairly large literature studying cosmological power-law solutions a(t) ∼ t q , φ(t) ∼ t r is mostly well motivated from the physical point of view. The ansatz φ = φ 0 a p reproduces almost all these power-law solutions. The physical meaning of this ansatz resides in the fact that the effective gravitational coupling strength becomes G ef f ∼ φ −1 ∼ a −p and the ansatz relates directly the strength of gravity with the cosmic scale factor. If p > 0, the effective gravitational coupling decreases as the universe expands, while G ef f increases if p < 0. These two behaviours are separated by GR, which corresponds to p = 0. The assumption φ(t) = φ 0 a p can be rewritten in a covariant way as u c ∇ c φ/φ = −p Θ/3, where Θ is the expansion of the congruence of observers comoving with the cosmic fluid, which have timelike 4-tangent u c . According to the comoving time associated with these observers,Ġ ef f /G ef f = −φ/φ. The ansatz φ = φ 0 a p offers a self-consistent scenario realizing the assumptionĠ/G ∼ H used in analyses of the variation of the gravitational coupling. This assumption is often made on a purely phenomenological basis and corresponds to the (rather vague) idea that G varies on a cosmological time scale, in order to place experimental or observational constraints on the variation of G (cf., e.g., Refs. [67, 68] ). If the evolution of G ef f and that of the scale factor are not tied together directly, as in our ansatz in the context of scalar-tensor gravity, it is difficult to see how the desired phenomenological relationĠ/G ∼ H can be obtained, and how it can be obtained in a covariant way.
In our study we first want to recover the known power-law solutions, hence we begin by assuming that a(t) = a 0 t q , (2.13)
where q(ω, β, γ) and p(ω, β, γ) are exponents to be determined as functions of the parameters of the theory and a 0 , φ 0 , and ρ 0 in Eq. (1.12) are constants. We require that p = 0 because otherwise one has a constant scalar field which reduces Brans-Dicke theory to GR, which is a trivial situation in our context. The form (2.13) and (2.14) of the solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology to which we restrict is sufficiently general to allow us to recover a host of classic solutions. Later on, we will relax the assumption (2.13) but we will keep the ansatz (2.14) finding new exponential, instead of power-law, solutions for spatially flat FLRW universes. An interpretation of the ansatz (2.14) in the phase space of the solutions is given in Sec. 3.
There are two possible approaches to the solution of Eqs. (1.8)-(1.10). In the first approach, the first step of the solution process consists of finding exponents q(ω, β, γ) and p(ω, β, γ) that solve all three field equations (1.8)-(1.10). This is obtained by matching the powers of the comoving time t in these equations. The Friedmann equation (1.8) gives
Matching the powers of t in each term yields the following relations:
The second possible approach to solving Eqs. (1.8)-(1.10) consists of noting that some of the four terms in the Friedmann equation (1.8) could balance each other, without having to match all the powers of t. However, the acceleration and field equations impose further constraints and, in practice, this method does not lead to new solutions with respect to those obtained with the first method (the details of this second approach are presented in A). Let us continue, therefore, with the first solution method. The second step of this process consists of taking the functions q(ω, β, γ) and p(ω, β, γ) found in the previous step (if they exist) and of determining the various integration constants a 0 , φ 0 , ρ 0 as functions of (ω, β, γ, V 0 , p, q). Using again the Friedmann equation (1.8), computer algebra provides the value of the integration constant for the density 2 ρ 0 as a function of the other two integration constants φ 0 and a 0 as
Then the scalar field equation (1.10) provides the integration constant φ 0 appearing in the Brans-Dicke field as
for V 0 = 0. The acceleration equation (1.9) provides another such relation for the integration constant a 0 :
.
If instead V 0 = 0, there is no such constraint on φ 0 and the expression
In spite of the simplicity introduced by the assumptions (2.13) and (2.14), the field equations (1.8)-(1.10) are still non-linear and quite involved and it is convenient to analyze the various possibilities separately.
k
In this vacuum none of the constraints (2.16)-(2.18) between p, q, β, and γ apply. The Friedmann equation (1.8) becomes simply
and, in a non-static universe, it provides the values of p
The acceleration equation (1.9) then gives
Using the values (2.23), (2.24) and Eq. (2.14), one concludes that 26) where
. This is the classic O'Hanlon and Tupper vacuum solution of Brans-Dicke cosmology with free scalar field and ω > −3/2, ω = −4/3, 0, describing a spatially flat FLRW universe [69] . In this case p and q depend only on the Brans-Dicke coupling ω, while the constants a 0 and φ 0 are not constrained.
In this non-vacuum case, only the constraint (2.17) between p and q must hold, and this equation is all the information that can be obtained by matching powers of t in the field equations. Equation (2.14) then yields 28) and substituting this in the acceleration equation (1.9), one obtains an algebraic equation for p with roots
The other field equation (1.10) must also be satisfied, and it is satisfied by the root p + but not by p − . Therefore, using Eq. (2.17), one concludes that the only solution of the desired form corresponding to a spatially flat FLRW universe with free Brans-Dicke scalar and with perfect fluid is
for 3ωγ(γ − 2) = 4 and with
This is recognized as the Nariai solution [70, 71] . The power q of the scale factor a(t) ≃ t q is independent of the Brans-Dicke coupling ω if γ = 2 or if γ = 4/3. The constants a 0 and φ 0 are not constrained and ρ 0 is given in terms of them and of ω, γ, p by Eq. (2.28).
Exponential solutions
For k = 0, V 0 = 0, ρ 0 = 0, there are expanding/contracting de Sitter spaces with exponential scalar fields. Assuming H = const., the Friedmann equation (1.8) becomes
and it can be satisfied for ρ 0 = 0 and constant H only if
which yields
In order to satisfy the Friedmann and acceleration equations, it must also be
The second value of γ, however, does not satisfy the scalar field equation and is discarded. The remaining value of γ gives the solution . Ordinary matter has γ ≥ 1, which corresponds to p = −3γ < 0 and G ef f ∼ a −p increases on a cosmological time scale as the universe expands.
k
Of the three constraints, only (2.18) must be satisfied in this vacuum. One finds
and, therefore,
while a 0 is not constrained, φ * = φ 0 a p 0 and
(2.44)
Exponential solutions
For k = 0, ρ 0 = 0, and V 0 = 0, there are exponential solutions which are expanding or contracting de Sitter spaces with H = const. andφ/φ = pH = const. Assuming H = const., the Friedmann equation (1.8) reduces to 45) which can be satisfied for V 0 = 0 and constant H only if β = 1. Further, the acceleration equation (1.9) implies that
The solutions of the desired form, therefore, exist only if V (φ) = V 0 φ (which corresponds to a cosmological constant) and are
where φ * = φ 0 a 1 ω+1 0 . Contrary to GR, the scalar field of these de Sitter spaces is not constant. These solutions are well known attractors in the phase space of Brans-Dicke cosmology, with an attraction basin which is wide but does not span all of the phase space [72, 73, 74] . for γ = 0. Therefore, the solution is
50)
The integration constants a 0 , φ 0 , and ρ 0 are related by 
54) 
The situation k = 0 , V 0 = 0 , ρ 0 = 0 admits exponential solutions. Assuming H = const., the Friedmann equation (1.8), which becomes 
and the integration constant
The solutions, therefore, are the expanding or contracting de Sitter spaces with exponential Brans-Dicke field
60)
where φ * = φ 0 a p 0 and ρ * = ρ 0 a −3γ 0 . We haveĠ ef f /G ef f = −pH = −ρ/ρ. For ordinary matter with γ ≥ 1 it is p < 0 and gravity becomes stronger as the universe expands and the matter fluid dilutes.
k
In this non-vacuum case, it is necessarily q = 1 and p = 2 − 3γ. The FLRW solution is a(t) = a 0 t , (2.63)
. Here φ 0 is arbitrary (but positive) and the other integration constants are
66)
The parameters k, ω, γ, of course, must lie in a range such that a 0 > 0 and ρ 0 > 0. If k = −1 this universe is just Minkowski space in a foliation with time-dependent 3-metric and the line element (1.7) can be reduced to the Minkowski one by an appropriate coordinate transformation (see, e.g., [75] ). It is not a trivial Minkowski space because the effective stress-energy tensor of the free Brans-Dicke scalar cancels out the fluid stress-energy tensor in the field equations (1.3) to produce flat spacetime. If k = 1, spacetime is a genuine positively curved FLRW manifold.
In this vacuum case, the constraints (2.16) and (2.18) must be satisfied simultaneously, producing a(t) = a 0 t , (2.68)
where φ * = φ 0 a 2 1−β 0 , while the integration constants are
In this non-vacuum case, all of the three constraints (2.16)-(2.18) between p, q, β, and γ must be satisfied simultaneously. There are no solutions of the desired form if β = 1. If β = 1, it is necessarily a(t) = a 0 t, while Eq. (2.18) gives
which does not depend on the Brans-Dicke coupling ω, while Eq. (2.17) yields p = 2−3γ. By comparing these two values of p it follows that, once the scalar field potential V (φ) = V 0 φ β is fixed, the perfect fluid equation of state is also necessarily fixed to
The solution is the FLRW universe (1.7) with scale factor, Brans-Dicke field, and fluid energy density a(t) = a 0 t , (2.74) 
77)
A phase space interpretation
We now provide a geometric interpretation of the ansatz φ(t) = φ 0 a p (t) in the phase space of the solutions. For simplicity, we restrict to the simplest situation, which corresponds to the parameter values k = 0 and ρ 0 = 0, in which case the dimensionality of the phase space reduces to three, thus allowing for an intuitive graphical interpretation (a generic description of the phase space of Brans-Dicke cosmology was given in Ref. [76] ).
When k = 0 and in the absence of matter, the scale factor a(t) enters the cosmological equations (1.8)-(1.10) only through the combination H =ȧ/a and one can choose as variables the Hubble parameter and the Brans-Dicke scalar (H(t), φ(t)). Then the phase space reduces to H, φ,φ . The Friedmann equation (1.8), which is of first order, then acts as a constraint which forces the orbits of the solutions to lie on the analogue of the "energy surface" with equation (1.8), effectively reducing the phase space accessible to these orbits to a 2-dimensional subset 3 of the 3-dimensional space H, φ,φ . Let us examine this "energy surface" in the simple case k = 0, ρ 0 = 0. The constraint equation (1.8) becomes
We can regard it as an algebraic equation forφ and expressφ as a function of the other two variables H and φ,
In general, for ω = 0, one or more regions of the (H, φ) plane correspond to a negative argument
of the square root in Eq. (3.80). In this case, the corresponding regions in the "energy surface" H, φ,φ(H, φ) are "holes" which are avoided by the orbits of the solutions (in the sense that no real solutions of the dynamical system (1.8)-(1.10) exist whose orbits enter these regions). These holes can be infinite or semi-infinite. Further, the "energy surface" is composed of two sheets, corresponding to the positive or negative signs in Eq. (3.80), which will be denoted "upper sheet" and "lower sheet" (in keeping with the terminology of Ref. [76] ). These two sheets join on the boundaries of the "holes", which are identified by the equation ∆ = 0. Looking for solutions satisfying the ansatz φ = φ 0 a p means intersecting the "energy surface" (3.80) with the surface of equatioṅ 82) expressing the assumption that the effective gravitational coupling varies asĠ ef f /G ef f = −pH. However, the constant p is not assigned a priori. The problem consists of finding simultaneously values of p for which these intersections exist and the intersection curves themselves, which are the orbits of the solutions satisfying the desired ansatz. As an example, consider the parameter values ω = 55 and β = 4 and use units in which V 0 is unity. Then the region forbidden to the orbits of the solutions is given by
The two sheets composing the "energy surface" have equationṡ
Upper sheet, lower sheet, and the "energy surface" are plotted in Figs. 1-3 . The boundary of the hole, where the two sheets join, is the curve whose points have coordinates
The intersections between the energy surface (3.84) and the surfaceφ (H, φ) = pHφ change as p changes. However, only the value of p given by Eq. (2.41), that is p = −4/115 for this example, corresponds to actual orbits of the solutions of the dynamical system (1.8)-(1.10). This "ansatz surface" and its intersection with the "energy surface" are plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. 4 Solutions of metric f (R) gravity f (R) theories of gravity [77, 78] are a subclass of scalar-tensor gravity with action 86) where f (R) is a non-linear function of the Ricci scalar R. This action is equivalent to a Brans-Dicke one. By defining the scalar field φ = f ′ (R), it can be shown that the action (4.86) is equivalent to [3, 4, 5, 6] 
where 88) and where R = R(φ) is now a function of φ = f ′ (R) usually defined implicitly [3, 4, 5] . This theory has Brans-Dicke coupling ω = 0 and the potential (4.88) for the Brans-Dicke scalar. The Jordan frame solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology reported in the previous sections can be seen also as solutions of some f (R) cosmology. This is true if ω = 0 and
The functional form f (R) = µR n , where µ and n are constants, satisfies these requirements provided that
90)
for n = 1 (if n = 1 this f (R) theory reduces to GR). It must be n > 1 to guarantee that V 0 > 0. In practice, the value of n is severely constrained by Solar System experiments, which require that n = 1 + δ with δ = (−1.1 ± 1.2) · 10 −5 [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89] . At the same time, any f (R) theory must satisfy f ′ > 0 in order for the graviton to carry positive energy and f ′′ ≥ 0 to guarantee local stability [3, 4, 5, 90] . These constraints are satisfied if n = 1 + δ with δ ≥ 0. In spite of the experimental bounds on the exponent n, R n gravity has been the focus of much work aiming at exploring the possible phenomenology of f (R) gravity and many phase space analyses for R n cosmology are available in the literature [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109] (see [113] for a phase space picture of general f (R) cosmology analogous to that of the previous section). Moreover, in strong curvature regimes in the early universe, in which the present-day Solar System constraints do not apply, Starobinsky-like inflation [114] corresponding to f (R) = R + µR 2 is well approximated by f (R) ≃ µR 2 . When the conditions (4.90) and (4.91) are satisfied, the FLRW solutions of BransDicke gravity with power-law potential reported in the previous sections are also solutions of R n gravity with or without a perfect fluid, which are added to the relatively scarce catalogue of exact solutions of these theories.
Conclusions
The simple ansatz φ = φ 0 a p recovers most of the known solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology and generates new ones in the presence of a power-law or inverse power-law potential, which is well-motivated in cosmology and particle physics. These solutions include power-law and exponential dependence of the scale factor a(t) and of the BransDicke field φ(t) from the comoving time t. This ansatz has a fairly simple geometric interpretation in the phase space of the solutions as the simultaneous search for a curve generated by the intersection of two surfaces and for the number p. The geometry of the phase space, however, can be complicated for various choices of the (inverse) powerlaw potential V (φ) = V 0 φ β and if the spatial sections of the Brans-Dicke cosmology are curved. Details such as the integration constants appearing in the classic solutions as functions of the parameters of the theory have been provided by new general formulas, which are missing in the literature probably because of the non-availability of computer algebra at the time when these solutions were discovered. We have now a more unified and comprehensive view of analytical solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology.
Prompted by the huge literature on f (R) cosmology as an alternative to dark energy, it is natural to try to relate the old and new solutions of Brans-Dicke cosmology to corresponding solutions of f (R) cosmology. It turns out that this is possible, and indeed relatively straightforward, for the family described by the choice f (R) = µR n . The search for new f (R) cosmologies will be continued in the future.
A
We have three different ways to balance the four terms in the Friedmann equation
(1.92)
• (1) balances (3), which gives q(p + 3γ) = 2, while (2) balances (4), which yields pq(β − 1) = 2q. Therefore, it is 93) and substituting these values into Eq. (1.92), one obtains
(1.94) Equating to zero the terms in parenthesis separately yields
If we substitute these ρ 0 and k values into the acceleration equation (1.9), we obtain
(1.97) This equation can be satisfied in two ways: the first one consists of setting the first parenthesis to zero, while the second way consists of setting the second parenthesis to zero. However, the second possibility is already discussed in Sec. 2.7. Setting the first parenthesis to zero gives
Now we need to satisfy the scalar field equation (1.10), which gives requiring one to set the powers of t equal to each other. Therefore, we conclude that balancing these two pairs does not produce any new solution.
• Balancing the terms (2) and (3) gives 2q = q(p + 3γ), whereas balancing (1) and (4) yields pq(1 − β) = 2, therefore p = 2 − 3γ and q = 2 (3γ − 2)(β − 1) , Finding a solution without setting the powers of t equal to each other requires, at a minimum, to set β = 1, which makes the power of t infinite. Therefore, this choice of balancing terms give no reasonable solution without setting the powers of t equal to each other.
• Another possible solution of the dynamical equations arises if (1) We still have to satisfy the scalar field equation (1.10). If we set γ = 0, the scalar field becomes constant, φ(t) = φ 0 , which reduces the context to GR. For γ = −β/ω one obtains instead 3a which is satisfied only if ω = −3/2, the unacceptable value of the Brans-Dicke parameter ruled out from the beginning.
These three cases show that making different matches of the terms in Friedmann equation (1.92) does not yield new solutions.
